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The morphology of modified/unmodified silica incorporated PS-b-PMMA block 

copolymer (bcp) films and the nature of dispersions of silica nanoparticles after several 

modifications steps were studied by means of SAXS. The experiments were carried out at 

the A2 beamline of DORIS III, HASYLAB at DESY, Germany. 

The mol fractions of the respective blocks in PS-b-PMMA (SM110) were ФPS = 0.528 and 

ФPMMA = 0.472 with a net molecular mass of 110 K. The films were cast from chloroform 

under controlled conditions. The final thickness was in between 0.5 and 0.7 mm. The 

resultant film was vaccum dried for a period of 48 h and then annealed at 165 0C under 

vaccum for overnight. For the scattering experiments, a 2D SAXS detector was used with 

a sample to detector distance 2850 mm and the wavelength was set to 1.5 Amstrongs. All 

the measurements were carried out at 25 0C.The periodicity of lamellar structure of the 

vaccum annealed bcp film calculated from the TEM analysis was 49 ± 4 nm and the 

respective block thickness are dPS = 27.3 nm and dPMMA = 21.2 nm. Polystyrene (PS) can 

be seen as the dark phase in the TEM image (Fig.1b).The periodicity calculated from 

SAXS was 52.3 nm.  

Figure 1 shows the SAXS patterns obtained for vaccum dried bcp film, incorporated with 

pristine silica particles (dSi =12 nm, SM110Si12) and PS grafted silica with a molecular 

weight 47 K (PS47, dav= 86 ± 4 nm calculated from dynamic light scattering, DLS). The 

SAXS image of vacuum dried SM110 film shows that the morphology is not well defined. 

The later data of vacuum annealed films incorporated with unmodified and PS grafted 

silica are more defined. TEM images show the aggregation with unmodified silica 

particles where as the PS grafted silica particles tends to occupy in the PS matrix of PS-b-

PMMA bcp (results not shown). 
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Figure 1. (a) vaccum dried SM110 (*), annealed bcp film with 1 wt %of Si12 particles, SM110Si12 
(o), annealed bcp film with 1 wt % of PS47, SM110PS47,(◊) and (b) TEM image of vaccum 
annealed SM110 film. 
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